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Incorporeal thing is denoted frequently as another name of intellectual property in 
the civil law system of modern times.  As the common factors shared by that 
copyright, patent, trademark and such on, the concept of incorporeal thing is 
recognized as a system-shaping means under intellectual property.  However, modern 
prospect of incorporeal thing, precisely speaking, the intangible property has long 
disguised its face in the classical times— namely, the functional characters of the 
concept „incorporeal thing‟.  Consequently, there invariably exists the denoting 
contamination between “incorporeal thing” based upon experiments and incorporeal 
thing concerning the developments of some historical meanings.  In effect, the 
development of the concept of incorporeal thing provides not only the fundamental 
view of intangible property in its modern contradiction, but also the inner clue of the 
developments of thoughts and institutions of civil law.  The dissertation relies on the 
historical depiction of incorporeal thing, endeavors to give a semantic context of the 
modern incorporeal thing, and hence makes a further exploration on the necessity for it 
to survive.  There are 4 parts with each its counterpart a typical period that form the 
main structure of the thesis. 
The 1
st
 part is on the history before the history of legal conception of incorporeal 
things.  There already existed the parallel of the ideas corporeal and incorporeal in 
Grecian and Roman philosophy.  It may not only demonstrate the influence made by 
those Grecian philosophers to Roman law in the times followed, but can also provide 
some linguistic clues at the very beginning of modern Intellectual Property, namely the 
intangible property in its usual denotation through the research of this part. 
The 2
nd
 part mainly concerns on res incorporale of the Roman law.  Incorporeal 
things (res incorporale) became a legal conception from the times of Gaius.  
Followed the expression of Gaius, res incorporale had certain functions of shaping a 
civil law system throughout the history of Roman law.  It made use of the ideas found 
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by the standpoint of atomism, subsequently constructed an independent legal system 
full of idiosyncrasy.  This part relies on the classical expressions of the original texts 
given by Gaius and Justinianus, gives a general view of the development of res 
incorporale in the range of that Roman times, bases upon which appears the classical 
meanings of incorporeal things for the first time in a legal context. 
The 3
rd
 part depicts the fate of res incorporale in the middle ages and modern 
times.  New analytic methods had been developed attributes to the efforts of medieval 
jurists, due to which did it expose the deficiencies both in logical contradictions and 
more importantly, its unsteadiness in the essence.  The res incorporale in the Roman 
law with an atomism view was destroyed by medieval and modern jurists; the classical 
meaning of incorporeal thing was finally clasped on meeting the theories of Pandect 
School.  This part goes through by 3 kinds of pragmatic approach respectively dealing 
with different emphasis concerning res incorporale.  There also includes an addition 
of some sketches on res incorporale in the process of codification in modern times. 
The final part shows the modern characteristic of res incorporale from a 
historical-social means with some predictions of this institution in the future.  It 
contains 2 sub-parts.  First, traditional usage has been shrunk to a small extent due to 
the missing of most traditional functions of res incorporale in modern legal theory.  
In the meantime, emerging intangible assets that can seek protection under civil law 
these days fall in the category of res incorporale, which leads the conceptual confusion 
in modern times.  In order to solve this problem, it is of great necessity to make clear 
whether there exists the rightness of letting the conception survive from now on.  
Hence, the 2
nd
 sub-part of this chapter dues mainly on the inner cause of the 
developmental formula of res incorporale, bases upon which contributes my judgment 
on the how-to-be problem of res incorporale via the means of comparing both the 
positive and negative features brought in by the usage of this discourse. 
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义，最多不能超过二、三百年的时间。这种限定是必须的。”Cfr. PUGLIESE, GIOVANNI. “Res Corporales”, 
“Res Incorporales” e il Problema del Diritto Soggettivo[A]. Studi in Onore di Vincenzo Arangio-Ruiz[C], nel 


































































































                                                             
① STUMPF, SAMUEL ENOCH & FIESER, JAMES. Philosophy——History and Problems[C], Boston, Mass.: 
McGraw—Hill, 6th edit., 2003.22-23. 
② 它们是：有限/无限、奇/偶、一/多、右/左、雄/雌、静/动、直/曲、明/暗、善/恶、正方/长方。See Aristotle, 
Metaphysics[M], 986 a 22-64,转引自章雪富.斯多亚主义哲学（Ⅰ）[M].北京:中国社会科学出版社,2007.67. 
③ 他是 Anaximenes 的学生，也是雅典人战胜波斯人以后，第一个把哲学介绍给雅典人的人。 
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